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POLY Blackwire C5220 USB-C Headset +Inline Cable (Bulk)

Brand : POLY Product code: 805H3A6

Product name : Blackwire C5220 USB-C Headset +Inline
Cable (Bulk)

- A cushioned metal headband (stereo) and lightweight headband (mono) with ultra-soft leatherette ear
cushions wrapped around pillow-soft memory foam provide all-day comfort and a secure fit.
- Offers connectivity to both mobile and PC devices, using USB-A, USB-C® and 3.5 mm connectivity
options.
- Simple, intuitive, inline controls let you answer/end, muteand control the volume of your calls with ease
.
- Premium PC wideband audio with noise-cancelling microphone and Digital Signal Processing (DSP) for a
more natural voice sound.
Blackwire C5220 USB-C Headset +Inline Cable (Bulk)

POLY Blackwire C5220 USB-C Headset +Inline Cable (Bulk):

Connect easily. Work comfortably.
The Blackwire 5200 Series fits your busy workday. Easy to use, its USB/USB-C® and 3.5 mm connectivity
lets you work on a variety of devices. Ergonomically designed, it’s comfortable enough to wear all day,
on your longest calls. The Blackwire 5200 Series – the power to connect and work easily is here.

Performance

Product type * Headset
Wearing style * Head-band
Recommended usage * Office/Call center
Headset type Binaural
Product colour * Black, Red

Operating keys Answer/end call, Mute, Volume +,
Volume -

Volume control Button
Control unit type In-line control unit
Cable length 2170 m
Adjustable headband

Ports & interfaces

Connectivity technology * Wired
3.5 mm connector
USB connector USB Type-C

Headphones

Ear coupling * Circumaural

Headphones

Impedance 32 Ω
Headphone sensitivity 90 dB

Microphone

Microphone type * Boom
Microphone frequency 100 - 1000 Hz
Microphone sensitivity -38 dB
Microphone noise-canceling
Microphone mute

System requirements

Windows operating systems
supported
Mac operating systems supported

Packaging content

Quick start guide
Warranty card
Carrying case
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